
BUSINESS REPORT OF SPECIAL 26 SONG

Special 26, also known as Special Chhabbees, is a Indian Hindi-language heist film conducted on a traders' business in
Bara Bazar in Kolkata posing as officers nobody coming forward to report it themselves, as black money is involved. .
The soundtrack album of Special 26 has five songs composed by M. M.

The Tamil audience has increasingly opened up to thrillers with strong storytelling and the film is likely to
score big if it has been done well. The original was a big hit and is a tried and tested storyline. From the teaser,
it appears that Vikram is playing a rowdy in the film, a character he played to huge reception in Gemini.
Vishal and Arjun's Irumbuthirai is among the films which have postponed the release date. It hit the screens in 
Khan finds out the details of the training process, which includes a mock raid. The crew meets again in
Chandigarh at the behest of Sharma for his daughter's wedding. It remains to be seen how many screens this
film, which does not have big stars in the cast, will manage to get. The film also stars Revathi, Ramdoss , and
Yogi Babu. Sharma leaves with the recruits in a bus, but leaves the bus at police headquarters, saying that he
will arrive with Ajay. Following the successful raid at a minister's house, it's revealed that Ajay and Sharma
are fake CBI officers, along with their two accomplices. At the same time we see Ajay Singh and P. Tsk has a
good buzz around it and was even the golden tweet of the year till the Virushka wedding took away the
honour. The long holiday and the accompanying festivities usually ensure good footfalls in cinema theatres in
the state. Meanwhile, at the jewellery store, Khan is informed that the raid was conducted at the workshop and
all jewellery in the workshop along with the jewellery that were moved were stolen. He also states that nobody
should leave the bus until they arrive and that he is going to verify the paperwork for the raid at the Police HQ.
Khan works it all out for himself, realizing that Ranveer was part of the gang and he wasn't a real police
officer and they were set up right from the beginning. The film then goes into flashback. He is given constant
information about the activity of the crew and recruits. Kajal and Akshay during the promotions of the movie.
Khan embeds his officers among the candidates and they are selected.


